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Reflection on the Oberammergau Pilgrimage
2022 - James Peat
After a postponement of two years the Passion Play at
Oberammergau went ahead to the delight of those of us who
attended.
History

The background to the Oberammergau Passion Play is a fascinating story. By
1632 the horrendous Thirty Years War, which would take the lives of
millions of people, had been raging across Europe for the last ten years and
bringing in its wake a deadly pestilence – almost certainly the bubonic
plague. Despite its sheltered location surrounded by hills, Oberammergau
was not entirely spared from its deadly effect.
In 1633 the villagers promised to perform the suffering, death and
resurrection of Christ every tenth year, in so far as no one was to die of the
plague anymore. The villagers were answered by God and therefore in 1634
the first Passion Play took place. The promise has been kept until today and
other than in the early years and the aftermath of the First World War,
during the Second World War and of course in the light of the pandemic it
has usually been performed at the beginning of every decade.

The Play is divided into eleven acts beginning with Jesus’ arrival in
Jerusalem. Accompanying each act is a Living Image, where the actors
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freeze against a staged background. For example, the first one depicts the
Loss of Paradise, perhaps reflecting that due to the Fall of Man Jesus
endures the ugliness of the Passion to redeem us from our sins. The action
continues with the familiar retelling of the Passion story. Jesus in Bethany
and the Temple, scenes with Pilate and Caiaphas followed by Judas and the
High Council. Then we come to Jesus’ Meal with His Disciples and
Gethsemane. The Living Image here is one of the Hebrew Slaves under
Egyptian Masters, and, as with the Israelites, God would in the embodiment
of Jesus step in to rescue them from evil in all its forms.
The village

Having reached the halfway stage, the Play resumes with Jesus on the
Mount of Olives and the Arrest. The next act takes place in the House of
Caiaphas where Jesus is interrogated by Annas and the High Council. On this
occasion the Living Image shows the Prophet Daniel in the Lion’s Pit, which
clearly complements the situation Jesus finds Himself in. Following on from
this, Jesus is mocked, and the next Living Image depicts the Mocking of Job.
So too is Jesus going through the mockery of a trial – His innocence being
ridiculed. This is followed by Peter Denying Jesus and the Despair of Judas.
We see this human brokenness throughout the Passion story: the cowardice
of Peter, the treachery of Judas, the envy of the high priests, the political
calculations of Pilate.
The next act sees Jesus before Pilate and Herod, accompanied by the Living
Image of Moses Expelled by the Pharaoh. Again, it’s one solitary man
standing against an entire system of worldly power, and again, it’s Passover
season and God’s people are longing for freedom from the pagan
oppressor. But this time three days later, divine power revisits the world
Continued on p16
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Worship in June, July & August
Sunday worship in the sanctuary is at 10.30am. Unless intimated
otherwise The Rev Dorothy U Anderson will preach. Coffees and
teas will be served after the service. Masks are not obligatory but
many members are more comfortable still wearing one. All are
welcome.

June 5

Fresh Start collection

June 6

10.30—Pram Service

June 19

9.30 Early Birds
10.30 worship in the sanctuary

June 26

10.30 Communion

July 3

Fresh Start

August 7

Fresh Start

Pram Service
It has been lovely seeing everyone in
person again. We have covered spring,
birds in the church and King David using
stories , music and art. In June to
celebrate the royal jubilee we are
talking about kings and queens in the
Bible.
As usual there will be no Pram Services
during July and August. Watch this
space to find out when we restart. Have
a lovely summer.
Margaret McMichael
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Pram service
June 6

Church Family
Death
‘There is nothing in death or life, in the world as it is, or the world as it shall
be, nothing in all creation that can separate us from the love of God in
Christ Jesus, our Lord’
Mrs Rona Lander

Our thoughts and prayers are with her family and friends.

New member
We welcome to the congregation Miss Kristin Yule by certificate of transference.

Pastoral arrangements
Please contact Dorothy Millar regarding pastoral issues such as illness. The
local undertakers will be advised of arrangements if a member dies.

Coffee House
will be closed
in July and
August but
will reopen
on Friday
September 9.

June 10
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Early Birds Update
On Easter Sunday the Early Birds families joined the rest of the
congregation for the first part of the 10.30 am service. There were 29 of us
in total and it was quite a squeeze to fit the families into the available
spaces! Afterwards we had an Easter Egg hunt in the church garden before
finishing off with Easter crafts and snacks.

Mystery chickens!
A mystery remains - before Easter some rather
large chickens appeared in the church centre (see
photograph). They were labelled for the Early
Birds. The team filled them with tiny chickens and
Easter stickers much to the delight of the children
on Easter Sunday. However, we have no idea who
gave them to us, so we are just saying a very big
thank you for this gift
and hoping that the
person responsible reads The Outlook.
Miraculous catch of fish
In May the Early Birds explored the story of the
miraculous catch of fish, when the risen Jesus
joined his disciples on the beach. With a
combination of toy figures, plastic fish and real
shells, the children recreated the story, as you
can see in the photographs reproduced with
the parents’ permission. Some liberties were
taken with the aquatic life in the Holy Land! After the story, we made a
whole series of fishy crafts before finishing off with fish and chip snacks.
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The next Early Birds service will be on Sunday 19
June at 9.30 am in the small hall. This will
be the final Early Birds of the session,
although the families will be given an
The
outdoor challenge for the summer
catch
holidays.
Early Birds team

Flowers in the Church
During the pandemic we have not had fresh flowers in the church except on
a few special occasions such as Remembrance Sunday, Christmas and
Easter. In the autumn, we are hoping to return to having flowers in the
sanctuary every Sunday. This will start in September and will be reviewed at
the start of next year.
Many people find that giving flowers for the
church at a particular time of year or on a
particular Sunday is a good way of
remembering a special person or event. A
gift of £20 puts flowers in the church on a
Sunday. The flowers enhance the beauty of
the church service. Afterwards the flowers
are delivered to those who are ill or
bereaved, or sometimes to those who are
celebrating a special event. You can arrange
the flowers yourself or one of the flower
team can arrange them for you.
So, I would like to hear from you if you wish to put flowers in the church on
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a Sunday between the start of September 2022 and the end of February
2023. My contact details are below. I will do all that I can to meet your
request, but I may need to come back to you and ask you either to change
the date or share a Sunday.
Margaret Colquhoun, Flower Convener

The Guild

Theme for 2021-24 –
Look Forward in Faith
The Guild programme ended on April 26 with a
Soup Lunch followed by our AGM. Proceeds of
our lunch have been donated to our Guild
Project of the year, BEAT (Beat Eating
Disorders).
We have had a successful year, running our full
programme with only two Covid related delays and hosting the
Edinburgh Guilds Together Conference in November.
We are grateful to several members of the congregation who shared
part of their life's journey with us – these meetings always attract a
bigger attendance!
The next session is scheduled to begin on Tuesday September 20, so
jot that down in your diary. The Guild is open to all, men and women
and we look forward to welcoming new members.
Fiona Davies
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Inverleith St Serf’s Church Nostalgia Cafe

What happens at the Nostalgia Café?


We start the afternoon with a cup of tea/coffee and cake while
having a friendly chat.



We watch either short films or slides where we can reminisce on
days gone by.



We participate in light hearted quizzes.



We close the afternoon with a sing-along.

The Café takes place on the LAST THURSDAY OF THE MONTH in the
small hall, Inverleith St Serf’s Church Centre.
The Café starts at 2 o’clock and ends around 3 o’clock.
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Money Matters 2021
This will be my last contribution to “Money Matters” before I
hand any further communications into the capable hands of your
new treasurer/finance convener, Charlie Sharp.
Before I talk about the 2021 Accounts I should like to thank you,
most sincerely, for the gift the congregation gave me on Easter
Sunday. I am very pleased to advise that I used the money to treat
myself to a Holzkern watch which uses wood and stone in their
production and in my case, walnut and blue marble. I shall be
delighted to show it off to anyone who asks.
Turning now to more mundane but important matters. On March
17 the Kirk Session approved the 2021 Accounts. They were
subsequently signed off by our Independent Examiner and signed
copies were sent to the Offices of the Church of Scotland and
Edinburgh Presbytery. Once Presbytery gives its authority, a copy
will be sent to the Charity Regulator, OSCR. That will complete our
regulatory commitments for
2021.
Included in the accounts is a
Financial Review where the
first paragraph summarises
the year’s financial
activities. The paragraph
states –
Financial Review
There was an increase in
funds during 2021 of £6,737. This was despite the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic, on the church, which limited the ability to
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raise funds through charitable activities throughout much of the year.
While the bulk of the increase was due to a gain on the revaluation of
investments there was an increase in income over expenditure of
£1,284. The income factors that drove this positive outcome were
monies raised through the Gift Day in November raising over £5,000,
donations of £5,000 and a grant from Edinburgh Presbytery for £838
to help with COVID-19 expenses with cleaning. Our expenses were
within budget but we did see a substantial drop in energy costs as
steps were made to improve energy efficiencies, also with the absence
of our minister we saved on Ministry Expenditure.
Therefore we have recovered £6,000 from the £15,000 we lost last
year. This is an excellent position to be in after a second year of the
pandemic. The prime reason for this positive outcome has been the
congregation’s generous support for our Gift Day in November. My
tenure as treasurer has been greatly helped by this continuous
support by our members.
I hand over my duties to Charlie with the confidence that the
congregation will continue to support the financial health of our
church. So many thanks for your gift and best wishes to Charlie for
the future
Hugh McMichael, Ex-congregational Treasurer

Retiring collections
The retiring collections held between November and April raised the
following sums
Poppy Scotland - £400
Embrace the Middle East £1,020.
Both organisations have written to us thanking us for our generosity.
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Time to volunteer?
Gordon Hughes, our Hall Letting Manager, who
puts in many hours looking after the Church
Centre and sanctuary is looking for some more
volunteers to help man the office during
external bookings.

The church budget has over £20,000 made up from external renting
of our facilities. This forms an important part of the church
income, and currently almost all of this is met by the work of the 5
people who regularly do door duty for external bookings. We do
need to widen our team of people who assist in this area, and there
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are a number of different ways you can assist. There are 3 different
ways that you can help.
Regular time slots – If you are free at the same time each week, you
could offer to assist with door duty for a regular booking. In most
cases this does not include school holidays, and in some cases is only
during the winter. This involves being in the church office in case of
queries or emergencies, for the most part you could spend it doing
your own work on your own computer, reading books, or listening to
music or TV on your laptop.
Ad hoc time slots – If you are sometimes free, you could offer to
assist if the regular people doing door duty are on holiday, or
covering for children’s birthday parties on Saturdays or Sunday
afternoons.
Time slots for occasional events – There are some occasional events,
mainly concerts or theatre shows (Fringe) where people are required
on odd days during the year. The most significant of these are
members of the duty team or catering team for church concerts. This
is similar to the duty teams for church services, or the teams
providing after service coffees, tasks which many are already skilled
in. This is especially attractive if you were planning to attend the
concert anyway.
If you can offer any time, please speak to Gordon Hughes and let him
know of any of these cases which you can cover. Especially if you
have free time after the summer holidays when we will need to look
at starting more external groups when the halls are no longer hosting
the nursery we currently have.
Gordon Hughes
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Fire Drill in Church – Sunday May 15, 2022
Those of you that were in church or at Early Birds on May
15 will know that we organised a fire drill to let people
know what to do in the unlikely event of there being a fire
in the church buildings. This is something we should do on
a regular basis so, if you missed out this time, you will
hopefully get the chance again sometime in the future.

I asked people to take careful note of everything that
happened when the alarm went off and to feedback any
comments that they had on the exercise. Hopefully
everyone noticed that the fire doors closed automatically,
that an audible alarm could be heard and that there were also red flashing
lights in the sanctuary so that those with hearing or sight problems were fully
aware of the situation.
One astute observer asked a couple of very relevant questions afterwards.
I had mentioned that two fire wardens were delegated to check the creche
and vestibule toilet. I was asked why nobody was to check the other toilets.
All the other toilets were refurbished during the recent building upgrading
contract and have visual and audible alarms in them. They are very loud, in
relatively small rooms, and there is no way anyone would want to linger
there with the alarms sounding!!!
I was also asked about the locked gate on the west side of the building
which might be a problem for anyone leaving the building by the fire doors
that open into the back garden. This gate is always unlocked when people
are in the sanctuary and when there are large numbers in the halls.
However, should it not be unlocked, the security number for the digital
padlock is given on a sign on all the fire doors on that side of the building.
Many thanks to the minister and duty team members who play a key role in
emptying the building in such an emergency.

Allan Shaw
H & S Convener
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Continued from page 4

bringing an even deeper rescue. Pilate, like Pharaoh before him, has been
out-manoeuvered by an even greater power, full of goodness and truth.
The Crucifixion—
astonishingly realistic and
emotionally powerful
Following on from this we
see Jesus condemned by
Pilate. The penultimate
act deals with The Way of
the Cross and the
Crucifixion. The reenactment of this scene
was astonishingly realistic and emotionally powerful. Jesus’ suffering under
the weight of the Cross was clearly felt by the audience. His being nailed to
the Cross and raised up on it was a remarkable feat of staging. It reinforced
the full horror of the Crucifixion. The bodies of the two thieves when they
are brought down are thrown on to the backs of the Roman soldiers in
complete contrast to Jesus’ removal from the Cross.
Having persuaded the authorities to allow them to deal with bringing Him
down, His disciples wrapped the body in linen sheets and gently lowered
Him to the ground. It was an intensely moving scene which made a lasting
impression. The final act deals with Jesus at the Empty Tomb and the
Encounter with the Risen One.
The transition from grief to joy was powerfully enacted and the final
exclamation that “He is not here, He is risen”, a complete vindication that
Jesus’ mission has been accomplished. The Resurrection was portrayed
with the suggestion of light streaming out of the empty tomb, perhaps
showing how difficult it might be to stage this in a realistic way.
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Enormous cast
Performing the Passion Play came across as an extraordinary achievement.
From a population of around 5,300 people in Oberammergau, just over
2,000 are involved. Local rules state that all the actors must come from the
village, but to some extent this
has been relaxed.
As well as the principal players,
a huge number of actors are
required for the crowd scenes
which proved to be particularly
effective when shouting for
Jesus or Barabbas to be
released. To complement the
actors a sizeable choir was
assembled with an orchestral
accompaniment. As a final
addition, a donkey, two horses,
goats, sheep, chickens and
doves (or possibly homing pigeons!) at the market scene are released when
Jesus expels the Temple Merchants and a camel all make an appearance!
The staging, lighting and overall performance were of an exceptionally high
standard. The applause was heartfelt and there was no curtain call which
seemed entirely fitting given the nature of the play. One felt totally
immersed in the Passion. It was an intensely emotional experience and will
remain a cherished memory for many years to come.
Recommended Reading: I am indebted to Dr Peter Walker whose book
“Immersed in the Passion” enabled me to go into some of the detail of the
Passion Play, in particular the significance of the Living Images.

James Peat
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Let us pray …
Come summer with me, Lord;
summer deep down in my soul;
restore my faith in summer's time,
in rest, in joy, in play, in you...
Summer in my heart, Lord,
and dwell there
as if time would never end,
as if all time were children's time, eternal time
when school is always out and joy is ever in…
And let others summer in my shade, Lord,
and share whatever summer's peace is mine to give,
whatever summer's light is mine to shed,
whatever summer's warmth is mine to share...
Good God of every season and every day this week,
come summer with me, Lord, and let the child in my heart
spend this summer in your love...
Amen.
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Embrace –
our charity partner
We continue with our fundraising
for Embrace the Middle East. This is
our current three-year project
which will conclude at the end of
2023. We recently received a warm
letter of thanks from Rowena
Worthington who is the Church
Relationships Manager for Embrace
the Middle East.
This was in
response to our donation of £1,020.
She writes:

end of services on Christmas Eve.
In the meantime, please do have a
look at the website for Embrace the
Middle East as donations can be
made online. They also have an
excellent shop with a wide range of
gifts. You can find this at https://
shop.embraceme.org/. It is never
too early to start thinking about
Christmas!
James Robertson
Mission Sub-Committee

I would be most grateful if you
would pass on our sincere thanks to
Inverleith St Serf's Church for the
very generous gift of £1,020 for the
work and ministry of Embrace. It is
so encouraging to have your
continued support and prayers. We
would love to keep in touch with
you as a church to let you know how
we spend your gift and tell you
about the people and issues that
you can be praying about.
Retiring collections in aid of
Embrace will be held after the
communion services in June,
January and Easter as well as at the
19
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